1. Call to order

2. Introduction of new Administrative Assistant/Recording Secretary
   Sandy Fredericks

3. Interview of Applicant for membership of the Board
   Greg Dean

4. New Business

   Public Hearing

   | APPLICANT  | Robert E Guy          |
   | LOCATION   | 367 Webbs Mills RD; 010/124/000; Zone R |
   | DESCRIPTION| Setback Reduction     |

   | APPLICANT  | Jessica Bates         |
   | LOCATION   | 3 Cape RD; 075/027/000; Zone LRR2 |
   | DESCRIPTION| Conditional Use and Variance Provisions for Non-Conforming Use |

5. Code Enforcement Officer Communications

6. Adjournment
How to Raise Hand on a Phone call

Zoom allows users to dial into meetings directly from a phone, without the use of an application. In such cases, if the participant wishes to raise their hand while in a meeting on a phone, they must dial *9 on their phone’s dial pad.

To lower their hand, the participant must once again dial *9 in the phone’s dial pad.